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Abstract—The advancements in deep learning has generated
a large-scale interest in development of black-box models for
various use cases in different domains such as healthcare, in
both at-home and critical setting for diagnosis and monitoring
of various health conditions. The use of audio signals as a view
for diagnosis is nascent and the success of deep learning models
in ingesting multimedia data provides an opportunity for use as
a diagnostic medium. For the widespread use of these decision
support systems, it is prudent to develop high performing systems
which require large quantities of data for training and low-cost
method of data collection making it more accessible for developing
regions of the world and general population. Data collected from
low-cost collection especially wireless devices are prone to outliers
and anomalies. The presence of outliers skews the hypothesis
space of the model and leads to model drift on deployment. In
this paper, we propose a multiview pipeline through interpretable
outlier filtering on the small Mendeley Children Heart Sound
dataset collected using wireless low-cost digital stethoscope. Our
proposed pipeline explores and provides dimensionally reduced
interpertable visualizations for functional understanding of the
effect of various outlier filtering methods on deep learning model
hypothesis space and fusion strategies for multiple views of heart
sound data namely raw time-series signal and Mel Frequency
Cepstrum Coefficients achieving 98.19% state-of-the-art testing
accuracy.

Keywords—Deep learning; outlier filtering; machine learning;
ECG

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning (DL), a subset of Artificial Intelligence
(AI), has gained significant attention for its remarkable ability
to analyze complex multimedia data, extracting meaningful
patterns, and making predictions with unprecedented perfor-
mance. In the context of healthcare informatics, deep learning
is revolutionizing the way medical data is interpreted demon-
strating remarkable success in a range of applications. In
the ever-evolving landscape of healthcare informatics, audio
signals have emerged as a valuable source of multimedia
information that can contribute to enhanced health outcomes.
Advancements in audio processing, coupled with the rise of
artificial intelligence, have enabled healthcare professionals to
extract meaningful insights from physiological audio sounds.
The integration of audio signals into healthcare informatics
showcases the versatility of data-driven technologies in im-
proving patient care and holds the promise of more accurate
diagnoses, personalized treatments, and innovative healthcare
solutions.

One of the significant challenges that hinders the availabil-
ity of large quantities of data required for training data hungry

deep learning models is the cost of data collection, limiting
the accessibility of deep learning based decision support sys-
tems to general public specially in developing regions of the
world [14]. This has motivated the development of low-cost
diagnostic devices such as wireless phone stethoscope [14],
wireless OCT devices [25]. Data collection using these low-
cost devices can be noisy and have out-of-distribution samples
collectively termed as outliers. Outliers are data points that
deviate significantly from the rest of the dataset and can distort
statistical measures such as the mean and standard deviation,
in turn affecting not only the predictive performance, gener-
alizability and robustness but also skew the learned features
by obscuring meaningful patterns. This shortcomings makes it
prudent to filter out outliers from the training dataset.

The black-box nature of deep learning models exacerbates
the above challenges and hinders the acceptance of automated
decision support systems in critical healthcare tasks due to
a lack of understanding of the effect of outliers on model
learning and performance. In this work, we address the above
research gap by using Uniform Manifold Approximation and
Projection (UMAP) technique [24] to visualize the effect of
various outlier filtering techniques on the learned deep learning
model hypothesis space. UMAP provides interpretable insights
in understanding how the removal of outliers affect model
performance and also in identification of test outliers. Further-
more, in terms of acoustic heart sounds, to the best of the au-
thor’s knowledge this is the first work leveraging multiple view
of data for classification. Multiview data consists of different
views or perspectives of the same data unlike multiview data
which involved different types of data or entities. These views
are usually derived from different sources, methodologies, or
angles. Multiview learning involves leveraging these different
views to improve the overall performance of the models by
combining their outputs for more robust predictions. Parallel
to multiview, We compare both early and late-fusion strategies
using the raw time-series signals and Mel Frequency Cepstrum
Coefficients (MFCC) as multiple views to achieve state-of-the-
art performance on the small Mendeley Children Heart Sound
dataset collected through low-cost wireless stethoscope.

A. Contributions

In this paper, we investigate the effect of popular outlier fil-
tering methods through interpretable visualizations of learned
model hypothesis spaces. We also investigate the feasibility of
multiview early and late fusion strategies to achieve state-of-
the-art binary classification on the Mendeley Children Heart
Sound dataset collected from low-cost wireless stethoscopes.
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Fig. 1. Our proposed pipeline for outlier filtered MFCC and signal multiview integration for state of the art performance on Mendeley children heart sound
dataset.

Our main contributions in this paper can be listed as follows:

• Our proposed pipeline achieve state-of-the-art accu-
racy for classification of normal and abnormal pe-
diatric heart sounds through late-fusion of multi-
view outlier filtered Mendeley Children Heart Sound
dataset.

• We investigate fusion strategies to improve classifi-
cation accuracy of multiview pediatric heart sounds
using a small number of samples.

• We provide interpretable visualization to understand
the effect of outlier filtering on deep learning model
hypothesis space.

• We provide a comparison of the effect on model
performance of four popular outlier filtering strategies
and their contamination hyperparameter.

The rest of the paper is organized as related works in
Section II. We discuss our experimental methodology and
proposed pipeline including our deep learning models, dataset
and proposed pipeline in Section III. In Section IV, we discuss
the results for both early and late fusion as well as various
outlier filtering methods. Lastly in Section VI, we discuss the
effect of outlier filtering on the hypothesis space of the best
performing model through interpretable visualizations.

II. RELATED WORKS

Significant research progress has been made in developing
decision support systems based on various machine learning
and deep learning algorithms for heart disease diagnosis which
poses a serious health concern for the general population.
Electrocardiograms (ECG or EKG) [29], [22], [6], [23], [30],

[8], Photoplethysmograph [27], [36], [9], [26], [13], and aus-
cultations [34], [14], [31], [32] modalities have been used for
automated decision making. Owing to large body of work on
deep learning based heart disease classification, in this section
we limit the scope of our discussion to the most relevant works
to our approach of using UMAP and research on the Mendeley
Children heart Sound dataset.

UMAP has been used extensively in all domains to reduce
dimensionality for various purposes including interpretability,
primarily for feature selection in context of ECG [28], [19],
[15], [35] and heart sound classification [4], [5]. While various
anomaly detection techniques have been used, there is limited
use of Local Outlier Filtering (LOF) [37], [33], [16]. In our lit-
erature search, we found only a single work exploring anomaly
detection with UMAP in an unsupervised approach unlike our
supervised multiview approach [10] on non-healthcare acoustic
scenes. Furthermore, none of the explored work provides a
functional understanding of the effect of outlier removal on
the deep learning model hypothesis space especially exploring
different outlier filtering methods for comparison of both early
and late-fusion of multiple views, making this the first novel
investigation.

On the Mendeley Children heart Sound dataset, authors
Islam et. al [14] in their work converted the signals into
MFCC, engineered features and presented comparisons of
various SVM kernels. Authors Rani et. al [31] denoised the
dataset and removed noise artifacts followed by conversion to
MFCC for Convolution Neural Network based classification.
Our proposed approach uses MFCC as one of the views
for deep learning models similar to the above approaches in
conjugation with signals for fusion. Moreover, our approach
performs outlier filtering and provides insight into how the
outliers affect model performance and achieves state-of-the-
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art performance with significant improvement.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

A. Proposed Approach

Our developed pipeline as illustrated in Fig. 1 uses Mel
Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) and raw time-series
signals as multiple views of acoustic data for exploration
of both early and late fusion strategies. The collection of
coefficients that represent short-term log power spectrum of
a signal through a linear cosine transform on a non-linear
mel-frequency scale is referred to as MFCC. Our choice of
modalities is inspired by the large body of work in literature
which shows success in classification of audio signals with
both modalities independently. For both fusion strategies, we
investigate the effect of outlier filtering strategies on the
learned model hypothesis space.

For late-fusion, we generate embeddings for each of the
considered views which are passed through the outlier filtering
module before fusion. The outlier samples can skew model
learning so their removal can significantly improve model
performance as demonstrated by Dakshit et. al [7]. While the
embeddings for time-series auscultations are generated through
pre-trained YamNet model, MFCC embeddings are generated
using our deep learning MFCC model as illustrated in Section
III-D. Following outlier filtering, the embeddings of the re-
maining samples are fused and passed through our late-fusion
neural network architecture for classification. The hypothesis
space of this trained model is investigated for functional under-
standing of the effect of outlier filtering through interpretable
UMAP visualization of the learned hypothesis space. For
comparative understanding, we also present visualizations of
the hypothesis space of the model trained without passing the
multiview late-fused data through the outlier filtering module.

For early-fusion, we concatenate the MFCC two-
dimensional data view and one-dimensional raw time-series
signal view which is then passed through outlier filtering mod-
ules and used to train the classification deep learning model as
illustrated in Section III-D. The models trained by passing the
training data views through the outlier filtering module as well
as a control experiment without passing through the outlier
filtering modules are visualized by UMAP for interpertable
functional understanding of the effect of the outliers on the
model hypothesis space.

B. Interpretable Outlier Filtering

In this section, we discuss our strategy for interpretable
outlier filtering from training samples. We use UMAP to
reduce dimensions for interpretable outlier filtering. UMAP
(Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection) [24], is
a dimensionality reduction technique widely used by high-
dimensional data to provide a more effective visualization of
complex datasets. Unlike comparative methods such as t-SNE
(t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding) [21], UMAP
offers scalability and preserves both global and local structures
within the data. UMAP operates by mapping data points from
a high-dimensional space to a lower-dimensional one, making
it easier to visualize and interpret patterns. However, it is
a non-deterministic algorithm leading to slight variation in
results with the same data and the same parameters each time,

primarily due to random initiation and stochastic optimization.
We project each embedding in 2D using UMAP for Local
Outlier Filtering (LOF). LOF provides interpretability in terms
of probabilities. The interpretations and explanations of these
methods do not provide or allow functional understanding
on how the selection and filtering of outliers affect the deep
learning model’s learned hypothesis space as discussed earlier
in Section II. We address this challenge using UMAP in this
paper and demonstrate the effect of outlier removal on the
children heart sounds dataset.

C. Dataset

We select the Mendeley Children heart sound dataset of
normal and abnormal pediatric heart sounds from the rural
areas of Bangladesh [14] collected from 60 subjects using
their developed wireless electronic stethoscope. The collected
dataset of 1657 samples, is preprocessed by re-sampling to
44100 Hz, normalized and denoised using Discrete Wavelet
Transform. This dataset poses challenges in terms of its small
number of samples to train deep learning models and quality
of collection with low-cost wireless devices. Furthermore, the
data has been recently published and not adequately tested
in research but provides the opportunity to investigate the
feasibility of developing high-performing deep learning models
on wireless and cost-effective data collection devices for
developing sections of the world.

D. Deep Learning Architectures

In this section, we illustrate our three deep networks for
early and late-fusion of multiview learning for subtasks of 1)
Raw Signal Embeddings, 2) MFCC Embedding, and 3) Fusion
Classification Network and 4) Early-fusion strategy .

• MFCC Model: Our network used to generate MFCC
embeddings is shown in Fig. 2. Our architecture has
two 2D convolution layers with ReLu activation (64
and 32 filters of size 3 ∗ 3), each followed by Batch
Normalization with an interwined Max Pooling layer
and batch normalization layer. These layers are fol-
lowed by a Global Average Pooling layer and a fully
connected layer of 128 dense nodes and a sigmoid
classification layer.

• Raw Signal Embeddings Model: YAMNet is a
lightweight deep network trained on AudioSet data by
Google to classify on devices with limited computa-
tional resources. It is trained on a large dataset con-
taining thousands of different sound events, enabling
it to identify and categorize various acoustic patterns.
We leverage the pre-trained YAMNet as our encoder
backbone which generates embeddings of length 1024.
We fine-tuned the pre-trained YamNet for generating
pediatric heart sound embeddings using two Fully
Connected Layers (FCN) as shown in Fig. 1. Our FCN
has dense layers of 256 and 128 nodes and reduces
the embedding dimensions to match MFCC and signal
embedding dimensions.

• Fusion Classification Model: For our fusion classifica-
tion network, we use three dense layers with 512, 128
and 64 nodes with ReLu activation and followed by a
sigmoid layer for binary classification. All models are
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Fig. 2. MFCC Model deep learning architecture.

trained with a learning rate 0.001 and a decay rate of
0.0001 and binary crossentropy loss.

• Early-Fusion Model: We tried various architectures
for early fusion based on 2D convolutional layers but
most architectures lead to underfitting or extensive
overfitting. We report results on EfficientNet B7 [17]
which obtained the best results as reported in Section
IV.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the observed results in terms of
performance of baseline models for both view and improve-
ment using outlier filtered fusion to achieve state-of-the-art test
performance. We trained DL models for 100 epochs each with
hyperparameters as discussed in Section III-D and save the
best model in terms of validation accuracy.

A. Baseline Results

In this section, we discuss the observed results in terms
of performance of baseline models for both views and im-
provement through outlier filtering We trained deep learning
models for 100 epochs each with hyperparameters as discussed
in Section III-D and save the best model in terms of validation
accuracy. For outlier filtering we present only the results for
Local Outlier Filtering in this section as LOF is more suited
towards this task and data. One-Class SVM, Isolation Forest,
and Elliptical Envelope outlier filtering methods are more
suitable for datasets where outliers are well-separated from
the majority of the data and where outliers are in sparsely
populated regions of the feature space. Given the task of
binary classification, our feature space is not expected to
have sparsely populated regions. The effectiveness of LOF in
detecting outliers where the density of the data points varies
across different regions makes it a better theoretical choice.
We empirically show the results for all four considered outlier
filtering methods on fusion in section V-A.

In Table I, we report the results of the best baseline models
in terms of traditional deep learning metrics of Precision,
Recall, AUC, and Accuracy. From these baseline model re-
sults, it can be observed that both modalities achieve high
performance on the small dataset, with MFCC having superior
performance in terms of all evaluated traditional deep learning

TABLE I. BASELINE MODEL AND LOCAL OUTLIER FILTERED DEEP
LEARNING MODEL TEST PERFORMANCE ON MFCC AND SIGNAL VIEWS

Model Test Accuracy Precision Recall AUC
Signal 0.90 0.884 0.897 0.96
MFCC 0.96 0.97 0.95 0.99

OF-Signal 0.928 0.92 0.96 0.924
OF-MFCC 0.976 0.974 0.994 0.987

metrics. Moreover, it should be noted that the raw signal
view leverages pre-trained YamNet model while MFCC is
trained from scratch. We do not report the results for training
raw signal view from scratch as comparable accuracy could
not be achieved even with state-of-the-art architectures. To
demonstrate the effect of outlier filtering, we retrain the
baseline architectures without changing the hyperparameters
on the outlier filtered training data and these models are
represented with the prefix OF in Table I. We record a
significant improvement of 2.8%, 8.6%, 5.3%, and 3% in test
accuracy, precision, recall, and AUC respectively for raw signal
view. Similar observations are recorded for MFCC view with
a 1.6%, 0.4%, 4.7% improvement in test accuracy, precision,
and recall respectively. After outlier filtering it is observed that
MFCC holds its superior performance in classifying pediatric
heart sounds.

B. Fusion Results

TABLE II. LOCAL OUTLIER FILTERED EARLY AND LATE FUSION

Model Test Accuracy Precision Recall AUC
OF-Late Fusion 0.9819 0.984 0.996 0.987
OF-Early Fusion 0.5693 0.5696 0.9626 0.5273

Following our proposed pipeline as shown in Fig. 1, for
both early and late-fusion, we report our observed results in
Table II. It can be observed that the late-fusion of the generated
embeddings of the two views of MFCC and signal signif-
icantly outperforms the early-fusion approach. As recorded
in Table II, Late-Fusion of the outlier filtered embeddings of
both views yields an improvement of 0.59% in test accuracy
and 1% for precision and 0.2% recall. The fusion strategy
yields significantly better results over both the individual view
models. The above is observed for both with and without
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TABLE III. CONTAMINATION FACTOR HYPERPARAMETER STUDY FOR LOCAL OUTLIER FILTERING ON LATE-FUSION DEEP LEARNING MODEL TEST
PERFORMANCE

Contamination Factor Training Sample Count Test Accuracy Precision Recall AUC
0.01 1311 0.9819 0.984 0.996 0.99
0.05 1258 0.9789 0.9737 0.9893 0.984
0.10 1192 0.9789 0.9737 0.9893 0.9796
0.50 663 0.9729 0.9734 0.9786 0.9934

TABLE IV. CONTAMINATION FACTOR HYPERPARAMETER STUDY FOR ISOLATION FOREST FILTERING ON LATE-FUSION DEEP LEARNING MODEL TEST
PERFORMANCE

Contamination Factor Training Sample Count Test Accuracy Precision Recall AUC
0.01 1311 0.9819 0.9738 0.995 0.99
0.05 1258 0.9367 0.9029 0.99 0.9863
0.10 1192 0.9337 0.8986 0.9947 0.9413
0.50 663 0.9729 0.9684 0.9840 0.9743

TABLE V. CONTAMINATION FACTOR HYPERPARAMETER STUDY FOR COVARIANCE ELLIPTIC ENVELOPE FILTERING ON LATE-FUSION DEEP LEARNING
MODEL TEST PERFORMANCE

Contamination Factor Training Sample Count Test Accuracy Precision Recall AUC
0.01 1311 0.9819 0.9738 0.995 0.99
0.05 1258 0.9819 0.9738 0.99 0.9897
0.10 1192 0.9819 0.9738 0.9947 0.9922
0.50 663 0.9518 0.9340 0.9840 0.9569

TABLE VI. CONTAMINATION FACTOR HYPERPARAMETER STUDY FOR ONE-CLASS-SVM FILTERING ON LATE-FUSION DEEP LEARNING MODEL TEST
PERFORMANCE

Contamination Factor Training Sample Count Test Accuracy Precision Recall AUC
0.01 1310 0.9819 0.9738 0.995 0.98
0.05 1256 0.9819 0.9738 0.99 0.9796
0.10 1192 0.9819 0.9738 0.9947 0.98
0.50 663 0.9581 0.9340 0.9840 0.9887
0.75 331 0.9488 0.9620 0.9465 0.9645
1.0 150 0.9398 0.9372 0.9572 0.9867

outlier filtering achieving state-of-the-art classification perfor-
mance. The observed superiority of late-fusion performance
can be primarily attributed to the embeddings having learned
meaningful representations of the multiple data views, which
leads to more efficient fusion of features and consequently
better classification outcomes.

V. COMPARATIVE DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of Outlier Filtering Methods

We investigate the feasibility of outlier filtering with four
popular inherently non-interpretable methods namely Local
Outlier Filtering, Isolation Forest, Elliptical Envelope, One-
class SVM.

• Local Outlier Filtering (LOF) [3]: It is a data-driven
approach to identifying outliers in a dataset by as-
sessing the local neighborhood of each data point.
This method operates on the premise that outliers are
data points that deviate significantly from their local
surroundings. By comparing the distance or density
of a point to its nearest neighbors, the local outlier
filtering method can effectively detect data points that
are inconsistent with the patterns observed in their
immediate vicinity. LOF works in 3 steps namely
local density estimation followed by comparison to

neighbors and lastly outlier detection. Points with
LOF scores significantly higher than 1 are considered
outliers.

• Isolation Forest [20]: It identifies anomalies by con-
structing decision trees to isolate individual data
points. Unlike LOF that measures the distance or
density of data points, Isolation Forest focuses on how
quickly a data point can be isolated from the rest of
the data. The approach involves randomly selecting a
feature and a split value, then recursively partitioning
the data into two subsets based on this split. Anoma-
lous data points are expected to be isolated in fewer
partitions (or trees) because they are different from the
majority of the data.

• Elliptical Envelope [2]: The Elliptic Envelope method
is a statistical approach to outlier detection that models
the data distribution using a multivariate Gaussian
(normal) distribution and identifies outliers as data
points that deviate significantly from this distribution.
By fitting an elliptical envelope around the data points,
this method estimates the mean and covariance of the
data and calculates the Mahalanobis distance for each
point. Data points that fall outside a certain threshold
of the distance metric are classified as outliers.
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Fig. 3. Local outlier filtering: UMAP Visualization of hypothesis space before (LEFT) and after filtering with 0.01 contamination (RIGHT) outlier filtering for
MFCC (TOP) and raw signal (BOTTOM) views.

• One-Class Support Vector Machines (One-Class
SVM) [1]: It is a machine learning-based approach
for outlier detection that aims to identify anomalies
by constructing a decision boundary that encapsulates
the normal data points in a dataset. This method
operates in a similar way to traditional support vector
machines but is adapted for unsupervised learning and
outlier detection. By training on a dataset consisting
predominantly of normal data distribution, One-Class
SVM learns a hyperplane that separates the data from
the origin. Points that fall within this boundary are
considered normal, while points outside the boundary
are deemed outliers.

These methods provide robust outlier detection capabilities
to handle large datasets of high-dimensionality, each with
its own advantages and disadvantages. Owing to the large
superiority of late-fusion approach, in Tables III, IV, V, and VI,

we report the results for each of the considered outlier filtering
methods including range of values for the contamination hy-
perparameter for only late-fusion strategy. We observe from the
presented results that as the contamination value is increased,
there is a significant drop in model performances. For all the
compared methods, the best performance is observed for the
lowest contamination value of 0.01, with LOF method as the
best performing model globally with comparatively similar
performances for the other outlier filtering methods.

B. Comparison on Same Dataset

The nascent nature of the dataset reduces the possibility
of comparison with existing works. Authors Islam et. al in
their work proposed the dataset [14] and achieved 94.12%
test accuracy, 88.89% specificity, and 100% sensitivity values
using RBF SVM kernel on engineered MFCC features. In
[31] 93.76% test accuracy was achieved using Convolution
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Fig. 4. One-Class-SVM Outlier filtering: UMAP visualization of hypothesis space after with filtering with 0.01 contamination for MFCC (BOTTOM) and raw
signal(TOP) views.

Fig. 5. Elliptical envelope outlier filtering: UMAP visualization of hypothesis space after with filtering with 0.01 contamination for MFCC (BOTTOM) and
raw signal(TOP) views.

Neural Network using MFCC. The authors in this approach
strategically removed artifacts and denoised the data as pre-
processing steps. The comparison demonstrated that not only
is our proposed approach able to achieve superior performance
over existing approaches in terms of testing accuracy but
also maintains comparable specificity and sensitivity of 99.6%
and 99.1% while being an efficient way of removing and
visualizing outliers.

VI. INTERPRETABLE VISUALIZATION

In this section, we discuss the effect of outliers through
interpretable visualization. Neural Networks learn high di-
mensional embeddings from multiview data. Interpretability

in the field of Explainable AI (XAI) is defined loosely as
understanding what the model did or could have done [12].
Visualization methods for high dimensional embeddings is
one of the established ways for providing interpretability [18],
[11]. We use UMAP to reduce dimensionality of the sample
embeddings allowing their visualization in two dimensions.
Our dimensionally reduced 2D interpretable visualizations of
the training dataset for both raw time-series signal and MFCC
views are presented in Fig. 3, 4, 5, and 6.

In Fig. VI, the images on the top are for MFCC view
and bottom for signal view with the left images representing
the set before outlier filtering and right representing after
outlier filtering. Our hyperparameter of contamination for LOF
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Fig. 6. Isolation forest outlier filtering: UMAP visualization of hypothesis space after with filtering with 0.01 contamination for MFCC (BOTTOM) and raw
signal(TOP) views.

detection was set to 0.01 based on grid search which is
reported in Section V-A. We can observe from the images
on the left for both views of MFCC and signal, that the
embeddings are clustered naturally into two groups with some
overlap between classes for signal view. On outlier filtering
with LOF, we observe significantly improved clusters without
any intersection. As observed from the images on the right,
our method allows removal of any potential outliers that could
skew model learning leading to model drift in real world. The
difference in position of the classes in the UMAP interpretable
visualization before and after outlier filtering is primarily due
to the stochastic and random initiation nature of the algorithm
as discussed above and does not have any significance on
the detection of outliers or contamination. The interpretable
visualizations coupled with the model testing results reported
in Table I and Table II explains the difference in performance.
Visualization of the two views for outlier filtering methods
of Isolation Forest (Fig. 6), Elliptical Envelope (Fig. 5), and
One-Class-SVM (Fig. 4) with the best contamination hyper-
parameter values are presented. It can be observed from the
visualizations that the One-Class SVM, Elliptical Envelope,
and Isolation Forest methods have a greater number of outliers
present for both views in comparison to Local outlier Filtering
(Fig. 3) explaining not only the better performance but also
the superiority of LOF over the other methods for our case.
These interpretable visualizations allow us to understand which
samples have been removed based on the position of the
samples in the embedding space.

VII. CONCLUSION

In healthcare, there has been nascent interest in the one-
dimensional modality of auscultation, which represent sounds
from physiological functions for diagnosis and monitoring of
various health conditions. Despite the success of deep learning,
the cost of quality data collection and at-home monitoring
devices makes it an accessibility challenge for the developing
parts of the world. Outliers or anomalies are frequently present

in data collected using these low-cost devices which can
skew model learning and consequently lead to model drift on
deployment. In this paper, we developed a pipeline to filter
outliers that have a derogatory effect on model performance
and achieve 98.19% state-of-the-art testing accuracy through
multiview fusion on the public Mendeley Children Heart
Sound dataset collected through wireless low-cost stethoscope.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first work
on the feasibility of both early and late-fusion approached
for multiview heart sounds with late-fusion on generated
view embeddings, demonstrating significantly better results.
Our approach also investigated the effect of outliers on deep
learning model hypothesis space through interpretable visual-
izations for a functional understanding. Outlier Filtering using
reduced dimensions by UMAP not only allows for superior
performance but also interpretable visualization of the effect
of outliers on model performance. We compared the effect of
four popular outlier filtering methods on the model hypothesis
space demonstrating the importance of selection of appropriate
method and interpretable functional understanding of the same.
As future work, we would investigate other modalities and
views with larger datasets to understand generalizability of
outlier filtering.
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